3.2 A map of futures
The future. If all we mean with that is the time in front of us, then the definition
of the future seems simple and any further inquiry superfluous. However, if we
look at it more closely, then it quickly becomes clear that this initial una mbiguous
and exhaustive understanding of the future is often unsatisfactory and hardly
does justice to the complexity of the future. Futurists try to categorize the future,
using terms such as possible, probable and preferred. Yet this structure also rema ins unsatisfactory. As the future is a very complex thought object, it is dangerous to look at it with too radical a simplification. Complexity can only be understood and handled with complexity.
If we look through the relevant literature, we notice surprised and alienated, that
hardly any futures thinker has ever attempted a comprehensive categorization of
the future. The map presented here can be seen as such an attempt.

3.2.1 Futures not future
The implication of a singular future suggested by the word future is quite obviously a fallacy. The future is plural. We generally don’t go far enough with the
imagined the (one and only) future. In the 16th century, the Spanish theologian
Molina used the made-up word “futuribles” that was later picked up on again by
Bertrand de Jouvenel in France, a combination of the words “futures“ and “possibles“ to mean possible futures. He was already aware, as opposed to popular
understanding today, of the purpose of the conscious and preferred use of the
plural of future: futures.
The futures experts started to speak about the future in the plural a few decades
agoi . It is a linguistic pointer to the openness and in principle lack of predictability
of the future. This term much better accommodates the fact that the future can
have numerous possible outcomes. The plurality of the future makes it clear to
us that in addition to the “standard future“ there are, in principle, an endless
number of alternative futures.

3.2.2 Types of futures
Figure 5 shows the types of futures from our viewpoint. The initial complex categorization enables appropriate simplification by bringing structure and a system
into the term and the nature of the future. Let’s therefore accept the temporary
confusion initially in order to then develop a simple and practicable model. It is
only possible to comprehend and understand why it is important and necessary
to get to know and use the five futures glasses when you see how many different terms and definitions there are for the future.
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Fig. 1: Types of futures

Sur pr isi ng future

Planned future
Desi red future
Creatable futur e
Pr obable future
Plausible future
Possible future
Imagi ned future
Imaginable future
Unimagi nabl e future

The types of futures suggested here need to be regarded under the following
assumptions:
1. The futures are defined from the perspective of an individual actor, meaning
a person, a team or an organization. The content of every type of future is
therefore subject to the subjectivity and the incomplete knowledge of each
individua l.
2. The definitions of the types of futures are dependent on the time at which
they are considered. The contents of the categories change over time. A certain future, such as the contact with extraterrestrial life, can develop from the
imaginable future to the possible future and plausible future to the probable
future, before it falls out of the futures and into the present or the certain
due to factual evidence.
3. The types of futures depend on the sequence in which they are looked at. If
you begin with the planned future, you can come to a different categorization
if well argued.

3.2.3 How imaginable are futures?
It would seem obvious, that every future that a person deals with and could deal
with must be imaginable ii . Imaginable is used synony mously with conce ivable,
knowable iii and potentialiv here. If there is an imaginable or ima ginable future,
then there could be, at least theoretically, a future that is inconceivable and unimaginable for humans, even if this is only a type of emptiness that we do not
need to concern ourselves with. The future therefore consists of an imaginable
and an unimaginable future.
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[Futures] = [imaginable futures] + [unimaginable futures]
The term “ima ginable” automatically leads to the differentiation as to whether a
future has been imagined or not. The imagined futures form a subset of the imaginable futures.
[Imaginable futures] =
[imagined futures] + [not imagined futures]
Even if the future seems so unrealistic and far away as it is in Friedman’s term
“feasible utopia“ v, part of the imaginable future is transformed into the imagined
future through the process of imagining and expressing it.
A statement by Donald Rumsfeld, the former US Defense Minister, shows that
even politicians concerns the mselves with the proble m of imagined and only imaginable futures: “As we know, there is the known known, i.e. things which we
know that we know. We also know that there is the known unknown, which
means that we know that there are some things that we do not know. But there
is also the unknown unknown – the things which we don’t know that we don’t
know vi .“

3.2.4 How probable are futures?
When most people think about the future, they do so in the category of probability vii . After all, we know intuitively how valuable it would be to know the future.
Imaginable futures and possible futures
In order to be probable, a given future must first be physically possible viii . A world
economy based on hydrogen, the elimination of hunger and long-term balanced
government budgets are without a doubt physically possible. The question of
their probability however, is open to debate. The frequently discussed installation
of space elevators “hung” on geostatic satellites is theoretically possible, but their
possibility has been neither proven nor disproved in practice. Up until 1995, this
was also true for the existence of planets outside of the sun system. Anyone who
disputed the possibility was considered as ignorant or blind, even though there
had been no evidence of it before 1995. Nowadays, around two new planets are
discovered every month. Until 2005/2006 the manufacture of cloaks of invisibility
was considered impossible. Now, in physics at least, there are significant indices
and even experiments that indicate that invisibility is actually possible through
the deflection of light rays using appropriate equipment ix.
[Future] = [possible futures] + [impossible futures]
If something is possible, it must be imaginable. If something is imaginable, it
may be possible. For the time being, factual beaming see ms to be imaginable but
physically impossible, even if there have been a number of successful experiments on the teleportation of characteristics, which is not bea ming in its real
sense of teleporting a unique body.
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[Possible futures] is a subset of [imaginable futures]
We can assume that not everything that is possible has a lready been imagined.
We obviously have no proof of this, firstly, no one can know everything which
already been imagined and secondly, the evidence would turn the unimagined
possible into the imagined possible, thus destroying what was to be proved.
Something that has been imagined may be possible but doesn’t have to be.
Something that is possible, may, but doesn’t have to have been already imagined. The possible and the imaginable futures therefore intersect.
[Possible futures] has an intersection with
[imagined futures]
In this way, we can also define utopia as a future, which is imaginable, yet impossible to realize.
[Utopias] = [imaginable futures] – [possible futures]
If something is possible, it is also imaginable. Something that is imaginable may
be possible. Something that is not imaginable cannot be possible.
Plausible futures
In addition to pure physical possibility, it seems meaningful to introduce the category of plausible futuresx. A future is plausible when it can be described with
arguments that make it seem evident that this future could actually happen. It is
in principle possible that your new product may achieve one hundred percent
market share within the first year, as a rule however, this is not plausible, at
least not within one year. Futures can therefore be possible in principle without
being plausible.
[Possible futures] =
[plausible futures] + [implausible futures]
Something that is possible, may be plausible. Something which is plausible, must
be possible, at least when using a strict measure ment of plausibility.
[plausible futures] is a subset of [possible futures]
Probable futures
Plausible futures are possible and at the same time imagined futures, i.e. a subset of this category. If a future is possible and plausible, it can still be rather improbable. You could plausibly de monstrate how you want to achieve ninety percent market share within one year with your new product, or how, within the
same timeframe, you want to save eighty percent of the world’s starving people.
However plausible your arguments may appear and however brilliant your strategy may be, the probability would be considered as low by any reasonable standardsxi . Probable futures are therefore a subset of plausible futures.
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[Probable futures] is a subset of
[plausible futures]
The further the time horizon reaches into the future, the more the probability of
futures is a subjective evaluation by people than something which can be less
mathe matically substantiated. This is particularly true for the futures made by
man in society, politics and business. Probability calculations for earthquakes on
the other hand, can be done quite accurately, even if they leave open whether
“one in 10,000 years” means tomorrow or in 20,000 years. To reduce it to a
short createula: The probability of futures is the result of huma n estimates that
can only be partially substantiated mathe matically. The probabilities meant here
are therefore more “expectation probabilities” than mathematica l probabilities.
If we observe people thinking and communicating about probabilit ies, three categories emerge. We consider something to be either probable, improbable or
neither probable nor improbable, meaning “se mi-probable”.
[plausible futures] =
[probable futures] + [se mi-probable futures] + [improbable futures]
The definitions of futures experts of probable futures have in common that they
are generally interpreted as passive futures which happen to us and which we
can change to a relatively low degree xii .
Surprising futures
When considering futures, we have until now always assumed that we can deliberately look at possible and plausible futures and then estimate their probability.
But what about the futures we haven’t imagined but which nevertheless happen?
Almost no bank foresaw the fact that there would one day be peer-to-peer money markets for private individuals, such as Zopa (www.zopa.com) and Prosper
(www.prosper.com). Let’s call such cases surprising xiii futures. However, the occurrence of future which we looked at, but then consciously or subconsciously
classified as improbable can a lso be surprising. The thought of an airplane crash
imagined at the check in desk, of a tsunami in Indonesia as in 2004, of an HIV
infection with a risky lifestyle or of the bankruptcy of a decisive client that was
rejected as improbable, belong to the category of surprises if the unexpected
does then occur. There are therefore unimagined surprises and imagined surprises.
[Surprising futures] =
[imagined surprising futures]
+ [unima gined s urprising futures]
As we can never exactly know what is possible and what isn’t, there can also be
surprising futures that we considered to not be physically possible before they
occurred. The sa me then also applies to plausible futures.
[Surprising futures] has an intersection with
[possible futures] (according to current knowledge)
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[Surprising futures] has an intersection with
[plausible futures]

3.2.5 How creatable are futures?
If we think about futures in the category of probability, then it would seem reasonable to look at the future of the non-influenceable areas in our environment.
If however, we think about our own future, whether as a person, a team or an
organization, then we are primarily concerned with the dimension of being able
to “form” it (which is synonymous with feasibility xiv and practicability xv) and later
also with “desirability”.
The passive perspective on the probable future assumes that our environment
will largely develop without our intervention and that this development will have
a noticeable affect on us. The basic assumption of the passive perspective on the
future is that we need to foresee what is coming in order to be able to prepare in
good time for what the future will do with us. We think the future from the outside to the inside, we are passive and react.
The active perspective on the creatable future assumes that our environment will
largely develop as we want it to. The basic assumption of the active perspective
on the future is that we need to form or even make the future we want to have.
We think the future from the inside to the outside, we are proactive and act.
Everyone can form his or her future within certain limitations. The wider these
limitations are, the better a person and every group of people, be it the family,
the company, the organization or the state will feel. Yet not everyone can design
their own happiness and reality. Not only the helpless child who is hungry and
thirsty, but also every person without the necessary physical, mental, financial or
other prerequisites, has limited possibilities to improve his own future.
The legal system of the European Union or the USA, the global military security
situation and climate change are beyond the possibility of direct influence for
each of us and for most companies and organizations. Water can of course break
stones as one of the rallying cries of the alternative scene in the 1970s and
1980s claimed. If we join up with others, then fantasy, resources and time are
the only limiting factors to what we can change. However, looked at realistically,
it is more sensible to accept that a significant part of our environment is beyond
our targeted and direct influence. If we believe recent brain research, then even
a significant part of our self is beyond our influence.
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Table 1: Passive and active perspectives on the future
Cr iterion

Passive per spective

Active perspective

Focus

A ctor’s outside world

A ctor’s inside w orld

Dir ection of
thought

F rom the outside inw ards

F rom the inside outw ards

Main idea

Anticipate the future and
adjust oneself and the inside w orld

Inv ent the future, form it
and adjust the outside
w orld

Degree of
creatability

M inimal
The future can hardly be
influenced by the actor

Relatively high
The future can be influenced to a great degree
by the actor

Methodic approach

Analy tical

C reative

M indset

Observ ing
Analy tical / logical
C ritical
Conserv ative
Fatalistic
P essimistic / realistic
Evaluating

Imaginativ e
Intuitiv e
C reative
P rogressive / transformative
A cting
Optimistic / realistic
Deciding

Assignable
categor ies of
the future
(see next section)

Imaginable futures
Imagined futures
P ossible futures
P lausible futures
P robable futures
S urprising futures

C reatable futures
Desired futures
P lanned futures

The future as a whole always consists of both the active and the passive future.
We need to assess the future of the environment in order to be able to design
our own actions, which in turn have a certain, if mostly relatively low influence
on the environment. Friedrich Rückert best expressed that and how human beings need both the foreseeable and the uncertain future.

“Man’s happiness consists of two things, that the future is equally certain and
uncertain” (Friedrich Rückert)
2500 years ago, Pericles suggested a clear prioritization. He claimed that it was
not our job to predict the future, but to prepare for the future. If we look a little
deeper at the logic of this statement, then we can see that we can only prepare
for the future if we have assessed it to a certain extent; therefore it is initially
part of the task to anticipate the future after all, if not to predict it. The same
basic difference is a lso made by Cunha xvi , who differentiates between “foresight
as prediction“, meaning the passive-anticipatory future and “foresight as invention“, meaning the also active-creating future.
In order that futures can be created, they must be imaginable and possible.
[Creatable futures] is a subset of [possible futures]
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As human beings can also think and act in an irrational way, the creatable future
does not necessarily have to be plausible, even if the argument of irrationality
could let it appear plausible.
[Creatable futures] has an intersection with [plausible futures]
[Creatable futures] has an intersection with [probable futures]
The plausible futures and the probable futures can be created to a certain extent.
It is highly probable that the birthrate in many developed countries will rema in at
less than two, but it can only be influenced to a tiny degree by the individual
even with a great deal of will and effort. If, we work in a sector that is obviously
and probably heading towards a crisis, we can hardly divert the crisis from the
sector, we can however, change our probable future by looking for a task in
another sector.

3.2.6 How desirable are futures?
Most people have a more or less exact idea of what the future, above all their
own, should be like xvii . Many know exactly what they want with regard to health,
a partner, wealth etc. Anyone who cannot determine his desired future himself
can generally say which of a number of options he would prefer for his own futurexviii . Possible directions of professional development or even just the options
for the next vacation are prioritized in this way. And those who have difficulties in
prioritiz ing their desired futures, at least know what they don’t want.
Perhaps the easiest way of classifying the future is into optimistic, pessimistic
and realistic xix. However, we see a significant semantic and ontological difference
between the desired future and the optimistic attitude towards the future. The
optimistic attitude sees “the future” more as a whole, whereas the “desired future” relates more to the future concerned with the person who desires it. The
same difference applies to the pessimistic and the feared future.
Desired futures
Creatable futures may, but do not have to be, also preferable or even desired
futures. Whereas this is easy to understand, we have to think a little more closely
about whether the desired futures should also be creatable. “Guides to success”
recommend only setting objectives which are achievable, and claim that anything
else leads to frustration. To generalize this principle, a small but important difference between preferable and desired needs to be made. Desired in the sense of
really being followed as an objective is generally a subset of preferable. Human
beings’ dreams and desires may be limitless, yet want we really want is less than
that which we could want. Living to be 150 may be desirable, yet hardly anyone
really wants it. The amazing wealth of a Bill Gates (the majority of which he will
soon have donated) is perhaps desirable, but rarely actually wanted by those not
in close sight of Bill in the wealth rankings.
[Desired futures] is a subset of [preferred futures]
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If a person or a tea m desires a certain future, then this future will not correspond
exactly to the probable future, or it wouldn’t need to be desired. If the top management of a company determines and announces a desired future in the sense
of a vision, this has something of a normative functionxx – a binding basis for
orientation is created – and something of a prescriptivexxi function – how and in
which direction the employees should act is de monstrated in order to realize the
future in the sense desired by the manage ment.
If we understand desired futures to be a binding objective, not just as desirable,
then, as the philosophers and success guides all suggest, we will select the desired futures from the mass of creatable futures.
[Desired futures] is a subset of [creatable futures]
Planned futures
If we recognize something as creatable and classify it as desired, then we can
also plan it. Through planning, we break the desired future down into a series of
planned action xxii .
[Planned futures] is a subset of [desired futures]
Feared and frightening futures
The opposite of desired futures are feared futuresxxiii . Why does our mode l only
contain the category of desired futures but not the feared futures? Which futures
do we fear? We fear those futures that would question our current corporate
strategy or our life concept. This is the case when assumptions about the future
on which we base our important decisions for the future are shown to be incorrect. If you assume that a computer cannot do your work, you fear a future in
which this assumption is shown to be wrong. If you assume that your key technology, rubber me mbranes in automobile motors for example, cannot be convincingly be replaced by electronics, then you fear a future in which exactly that
happens. And we of course fear futures of which we know that they would
psychically or psychologically harm us.
But we also fear the type of future we haven’t concretely imagined. We know
that the future can also surprise us in a way we haven’t yet imagined and in
which we can at least imagine that our previous strategy would prove to be
wrong or unfavorable in this surprising future. We experience fear of concrete
threats and anguish when we do not know the concrete threat xxiv.
It appears that we fear everything that is surprising in some way, be it that we
expected it to be different or we didn’t expect it at all. But we also fear the nonsurprising if it can harm us. The thing that we fear can be probable, semiprobable, hardly probable, only plausible, only possible or even just imaginable.
One is almost tempted tom call everything feared or anguishing that is not desired. If we want to display reality well, we also need to identify the indifferent
futures, meaning futures that we neither particularly desire nor particularly fear,
which we are basica lly indifferent to. Then we can formulate that the feared futures can only be defined through the other futures, so that they do not need to
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expressly appear in the model. Feared futures are equal to the total future minus
the desired futures and the indifferent futures.
[Feared futures] =
[futures] – [desired futures] – [indifferent futures]

3.3 The Concept of the five futures glasses
The map of the futures creates a good understanding of the complexity of the
seemingly simple and una mbiguous term “future”. It also gives us a reason to
apply a portion of modesty and humility when wanting to manage the future.
However, in order to be able to master the complexity shown in the map of the
futures, we need a simplified model that helps us to understand the future without being oversimplified.

3.3.1 From futures to futures glasses
Table 2 summarizes the types of futures into the considerably simpler model of
the five futures glasses.
Table 2: Types of futures and futures glasses
Types of future

Active/ Five futures glasses
Passive

Probable and improbable futures
(Plausible futures)

Passiv e

Blue futures glasses
Assumption analy sis: Knowing
about the probable dev elopment
of the env ironment

Creatable futures

A ctiv e

Green futures glasses
Opportunity dev elopment: Knowing the possible courses of action
for the future

Desired futures

A ctiv e

Yellow futures glasses
Vision dev elopment: Determining
the long-term orientation

Surprising futures

Passiv e

Red futures glasses
Surprise analy sis: Knowing the
possible surprises

Planned futures

A ctiv e

Violet futures glasses
Strategy dev elopment: Determining the action necessary for the
future

Imaginable futures
Imagined futures
Possible futures

A ctiv e
and passiv e

Futures unable to be clearly assigned to one pair of futures
glasses
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The colors are assigned to the futures glasses intuitively. Blue reminds us of clinical, reserved and logical analysis. We think of green as the color of creativity,
opportunities and options. We understand yellow as the color for a decision in a
certain direction, in the sense of a vision. Red is for surprise and (usually) for
threats. Violet fina lly is considered as the color of planning and action.
The categories “imaginable futures“, “imagined futures“, and “possible futures“
are so basic and relevant for every perspective that they cannot be clearly assigned to any pair of futures glasses. They can be included in all five perspectives
and provide the mental raw material for different ways of looking at the future.

The
planned
future:
Strategy

The probabl e
future:
Assumptions

Future

The surprising future:
Surprises

The preferred future:
Vis ion

The seven benefits of the five futures glasses
You have already read about the benefits of the five futures glasses in detail on
page 11:
1. They are a mental letter case for futures, bringing order and precision to future manage ment.
2. They guarantee clear communication through precise language and a coherent mode l.
3. They build a bridge to the future to be able to use the results of futures research as a resource.
4. They enable more realistic expectations of future manage ment.
5. They are a toolbox in order to apply methods, techniques and tools more
precisely.
6. You can see more of the future with the m.
7. They are a template for practical futures projects.
Pero Micic, April 11, 2008
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